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ABSTRACT

The research is a human and context oriented study in the field of information systems (IS), human resource information systems (HRIS), leadership, human resource management (HRM) and tacit knowledge are focused in the study. HRIS and leadership are two main concepts of the research, whereas HRM provides an application area and managerial activities of leadership for HRIS. Tacit knowledge is used to describe and interpret actions that make leadership activities, sensitive and successful. The theoretical framework consists of when thinking and acting in the current way, what kind of information systems it produces, and when thinking and acting in another way, what kind of information systems it creates. The framework has its base on thinking and acting in a conventional, routine and stereotyped way, which hinders the process of observing, finding out, applying and using alternative thoughts and actions although they might provide useful and innovative solutions or activities for IS design. The main idea is to understand, interpret and to describe the phenomenon of the activities of good leadership and the phenomenon of the role of HRIS in the case organizations.
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1. Introduction

Human resource information systems (HRIS) and the activities of good leadership from the basic phenomenon are being considered for the research area. The study contributes description of developing the role of HRIS to the activities of good leadership and the study is significant because the research of HRIS is in its early stage and it needs to be highlighted for wider studies, in practice the use and the exploitation of HRIS should be considered from alternative perspectives and thus the research context is unconventionally compared with the application area wherein HRIS have been designed and implemented. HRIS are designed for the activities of human resource management (HRM) and the application area is the activities of good leadership. The reason for the choice of the application area is to observe and find out details and aspects of the role and the use of HRIS.

2. Methodology of Study

The human- and context-oriented study in the information systems (IS) discipline is the thread of the study. The human-orientation means that rather than focusing on a human resource (HR) information system as a system, the study is on the role of the system in concrete human activities of leadership. Thus, the activities of the leaders form the research context. This study, however, focuses on developing human-oriented and sensitive IS utilizing the meaning of the role of IS in the organization. The study is conceptual research where extensive study is made in the context of information and communication technology (ICT). The focus is on the leaders’ good activities. In the organizational context an information system is part of the reality where different activities occur. The use of an information system from the user’s point of view does not work in itself, rather it provides the user with a beneficial tool to work. Based on the previous conception, from the contextual point of view the main questions addressed are:

- what HRIS mean for the good leaders and;
- what is the role of HRIS when the leaders are executing their leadership activities.
2.1. Objectives
- To understand how the good leaders execute their leadership;
- To understand the role of HRIS in their leadership activities;
- To discuss the role and the development of HRIS in the sensitive and human-oriented application area.

2.2. Problem Statement
- To find out the HR information system as a system is not developed directly but a description of the development construct is created to give a picture of what kind of issues should be taken into account when the HR information system is developed to benefit the activities of good leadership as well as the whole organization.
- To attain the objective, the empirical study focuses on the activities of good leadership first and then on examining the role of HRIS in those activities.

2.3. Scope & Purpose of Study
- The purpose is to give a theoretical overview to understand the research context. In addition, due to the human research context, leadership is examined from an individual perspective rather than from a strategic, procedural or as a business viewpoint. HRIS are regarded as organizational IS and they are designed for and reflected by the activities of HRM. Therefore, the concept of HRM is included in the research.
- Tacit knowledge is utilized to understand, interpret and to describe the humanity, sensitivity and the individuality of the activities of good leadership at the empirical level. They have a significant role when examining the leadership activities and developing the role of HRIS in the research context.
- The purpose is to see the current state of HRIS and the role of HRIS in the case organizations. It has been significant to find out:
  - how and on what occasions the leaders use HRIS,
  - what their opinions of HRIS are and how they would develop HRIS to support their leadership activities.

3. Literature
HRM is defined by using lists of different tasks associated with employees like: recruiting, training, promoting, record keeping and meeting various legal requirements. HRM is also defined as monitoring, facilitating and setting up processes that select, assess, and assign people to appropriate roles in an organization [1-3]. HRIS, earlier personnel systems, were mostly designed and implemented for those activities of HRM. Therefore, the concept of HRM is included to see how the role of HRIS could be developed and diversified for the activities of good leadership.

Various definitions of HRIS are available in the literature. First, the definition by [4] offered: “The modern Human Resource Information System may be defined as a computer-based method for collecting, storing, maintaining, retrieving, and validating certain data needed by an organization about its employees, applicants, and former employees.” Secondly, [5] define that “a human resource information system is a system used to acquire, store, manipulate, analyze, retrieve, and distribute pertinent information about an organization’s human resources”.

[6] have also used this definition. [7] definition of HRIS, according to which human resource information system is “the composite of data bases, computer applications, and hardware and software that are used to collect/record, store, manage, deliver, present, and manipulate data for Human Resources”. Walker (1982) and used by [8]. It states that “a Human Resource Information System is a systematic procedure for collecting, storing, maintaining, retrieving, and validating data needed by an organization about its human resources, personnel activities, and organization unit characteristics”.

HRIS is introduced from six viewpoints to create a thorough and diverse picture of the subject. The viewpoints are:
1) History and background,
2) HRIS and data,
3) Effects of HRIS on organizations,
4) HR and IS professionals and HRIS design,
5) Use and exploitation of HRIS, and
6) HRIS and management work.

3.1. History and Background
The history of HRIS begins from payroll systems in the late 1950s and continues into the 1960s when the first automated employee data was used Kavanagh et al. [9] presents how a “true” personnel system was defined in the late 1960s: A “true” personnel system (a system that is not just appended to payroll) has the following characteristics:
1) It is used to solve personnel’s needs, not just payroll’s. That is the system is developed primarily for the Personnel Department’s use, to solve personnel—not financial-problems.
2) It is multifunctional and in that it handles or addresses user needs in more than one personnel area. In other words, it is not limited to one function such as benefits, or employment, or wage and salary administration.
3) It utilizes the five basic concepts underlying human resource systems (These concepts are expanded upon in A. J. Walker HRIS Development—A Project Team

a) a database with definitions specified for data elements,

b) a method of data update and entry,

c) ad-hoc retrieval techniques,

d) a human resource information centre to assist with administration,

e) a data quality focus.

These concepts bring methodology to the development and operation of personnel systems. As objectives, they provide an approach and structure for the work, and they necessarily involve procedures, users, and systems professionals.” Thus, the first personnel systems were made to store a tremendous amount of data for record keeping and reporting associated with personnel administration.

In the 1990s there existed various expectations of how HRIS should have affected an organization’s HR activities and business planning. Studies about advantages of using HRIS and about users of HRIS were performed. An organization was considered efficient if it had technology and IS to support HR activities. Also, effectiveness of HRIS on work and development of HR departments and HR professionals were under discussion. [10-17].

In the new millennium electronic services such as e-learning, e-commerce and e-business became possible and common because of the invention of World-Wide Web (WWW). Along with the development of HRIS the concept of electronic HRM (e-HRM) has also been launched as an internet invention and implementation of HRIS. Because of the different technical devices and realizations, there are terms which may have similar meanings to e-HRM, such as electronic HR (e-HR), virtual HR(M), HR internet, web-based HR, computer-based human resource information systems (CHRIS) and HR portals. Still, according to the literature, various articles and web sites, e-HRM is the most commonly-used term.

The research community of e-HRM is in its early beginning. Therefore, there is not an explicit definition of e-HRM but following the available initial definition - e-HRM is “a way of implementing HR strategies, policies, and practices in organizations through a conscious and directed support of and/or with the full use of web-technology-based channels”, by [18] “the, as a rule, spatial segregated, both technically networked and supported, shared and organized performing of HRM tasks through at least two actors”.

The commonly used interpretation is that the purpose of HRIS is to store, manipulate and provide data on employees. In addition, HRIS have been designed to accomplish most of the routine HR tasks that help to maintain necessary HR knowledge in databases. The data is important

1) for management and,
2) to keep the HRM effective and in real-time order.

Thus, HRIS are mostly constructed for knowledge management (KM) of HRM. The reason for that is the desire to control basic data of personnel, which creates better challenges to a profitable and effective organization. Mainly HRIS have been designed to store, manipulate and provide data of employees for the organizational use names, addresses, phone numbers, education, training, career development and documents of the personal development discussion are typical employee data in HRIS. Therefore, at least following questions should be asked when designing, implementing and maintaining HRIS according to:

- Who can have access to the system?
- What kind of data is available to different users?
- How are the system and data protected?
- What kind of security system has been implemented?
- What legal and ethical issues should be considered in data specifications?

3.2. What Organizational Qualities Make an Organization Use HRIS?

The number of employees is the first issue. In a large organization usually both individual and organizational knowledge of HR functions are computerized. Secondly, using HRIS generates needs to add new useful modules to the system.

The essential purpose of HRIS has been to store, manipulate and to provide data on employees. Some questions can be presented when the core meaning of HRIS is evaluated:

- What tasks is the system for?
- What do managers expect of HRIS?
- Does the HR information system support strategic initiatives?
- Does it provide information—not just raw data—to support decisions?
- How does the HR information system serve corporate needs and expectations?

3.3. HRIS and Management Work

As emphasized several times before, originally HRIS have been planned for managerial and HR work. Their use has caused uncertainty about the division of labor between managers and HR staff. Managers have been responsible for employee data and thus they may have drawn a conclusion that it has been on their shoulders to update administrative information. Several view points of HRIS are explained in Table 1 and the questions when considering HRIS design are:

- How does the HR information system help manage
### Table 1. The viewpoints of HRIS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Viewpoint</th>
<th>Central issues of the viewpoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| History & background               | - development begins from payroll systems  
- first personnel systems  
- development of HR activities generated the design, development and implementation of various computer-based HRIS  
- HRIS maintain HR knowledge in databases, *i.e.* knowledge management of HRM  
- data consists of employees’ basic information, *i.e.* employees’ contact information, information of education and training, career development, memos of development discussions  
- data is important for management and to maintaining effective HRM  
- costs and benefits of hardware, software and HR expenses  
- utilization in legislation issues of personnel functions as well as demands and needs of administrative activities and reporting |
| HRIS & data                        | - locally and globally competitive advantage  
- similarities and differences of HRIS data in different countries  
- to train the whole organization to use HRIS  
- to inform about the use and reforming of HRIS  
- HRIS change HR and HRM activities  
- the need of effectiveness of HR processes and HRIS  
- HR projects are run by cross-functional teams  
- effective use of stored employee data  
- validity and reliability of stored data  
- saves time and money  
- a greater enterprise role of HRM and HRIS  
- HRIS benefit big organizations in different HR activities  
- HRIS add new modules to the whole system  
- HRIS reveal hidden features of HRM  |
| HRIS & management work             | - HR professionals control of HR data  
- managers may avoid using HRIS  
- encouraging IS experienced HR professionals  
- HR activities are strategic and business partners in an organization [19]  |
| Use & exploitation of HRIS         | - HRIS are planned for managerial and HR work  
- uncertainty about the use of HRIS  
- managers responsibility of being in charge of the employee data  |
| HRIS & IS professionals & HRIS design | - collaboration between management, employees, HR and IS professionals  
- to train HR professionals to use and design HRIS  |

3.4. “HRIS Functions and Major Activities” [20]

1) **Strategic Integration**—Used to aid top management in making long term HR planning.

2) **Personnel Development**—Used to enhance worker’s skills and abilities. Also includes quality of work life enhancements.

3) **Communication and Integration**—Inter-organizational communication support and coordination of disparate organizational activities including change.

4) **Records and Compliance**—Used to manage organizational information and ensure governmental compliance.

5) **Human Resource Analysis**—An ongoing means of gathering and diagnosing human resource needs.

6) **Knowledge Management**—Facilitates development and information retention of beneficial human resource practices.

7) **Forecasting and Planning**—Used in long range planning to assess future organizational HR needs.

8) **Organizational Vision**—Drives and integrates the HRIS factors to positive organizational outcomes.

**Who is in charge of HRIS?**

Should HR department be responsible for the structure, table maintenance, security systems and data itself because HRM is the application area where IT delivers productive and suitable tools to get the job done? Or should IT department be in charge of the structure, maintenance, security and data because it provides the needed technology and software? These questions should be discussed at the beginning of an acquisition process.

**Leadership in the research context**

Leadership is an extensive discipline. In the study the target is not to go through leadership in-depth because it is not the subject to be contributed to, but as a context and as an application area of HRIS. The emphasis of the
study is on the human-oriented viewpoint, i.e. what are the activities that occur when a leader leads an employee. Herein tacit knowledge is introduced as characteristics of the activities of leadership. Finally, it will be described how leadership and IS are discussed together.

**Defining leadership**

In the course of the leadership research the number of definitions has increased and they have been categorized in different ways. [21] states that 65 different classification systems have been developed for leadership during the last 50 years. The classification he empathizes comes from [22] who has categorized the definitions of leadership from the organizational viewpoint. According to the classification of Bass, leadership is defined as a combination of elements.

- as a focus of group process
- as a personality and its effect
- as an exercise of inducing compliance
- as a power relation
- as a form of persuasion
- as an act of behavior
- as an instrument of goal achievement
- as an effect of interaction
- as a differentiated role
- as an initiation of structure
- as a combination of elements.

**Leadership versus management**

A continuous debate about the differences between leadership and management has taken place in the course of decades. Some of the researchers state that leadership equates to management and others present that management and leadership are two different things [23]. There are also arguments that leadership is part of management or vice versa [24,25] stresses that both leadership and management have similar parts in their processes, such as influence, working with people and effective goal accomplishment. They also have significant differences. Leadership was already known in the era of Aristotle whereas management was discovered at the beginning of the 20th century to reduce chaos and to increase efficiency in an organization. According to the description [26] of the differences between leadership and management are given in **Table 2**: “The overriding function of management is to provide order and consistency to organization, whereas the primary function of leadership is to produce change and movement”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Management</th>
<th>Leadership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning/Budgeting</td>
<td>Motivating and Inspiring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizing/Staffing</td>
<td>Establishing Direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controlling/Problem Solving</td>
<td>Aligning People</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Defining management**

Management is to produce order and consistency in an organization, whereas the primary function of leadership is to produce change and movement.

**Defining leadership**

Leadership is to initiate structure and manage it to achieve the organizational goals.

**Defining management**

Management is to provide order and consistency to organization, whereas the primary function of leadership is to produce change and movement.

**Defining leadership and management**

Leadership and management are given in [26] who has categorized the definitions of leadership from the organizational viewpoint. According to the classification of Bass, leadership is defined as a combination of elements. In the [27], as most scholars of management and leadership today, states that management and leadership involve similar issues. The important and complex question is how to integrate the two processes. Yukl claims that debate about ideal definitions does not produce any answers, but exploring empirically what to include in the domain of essential leadership processes does.

**Characterizing the activities of good leadership by an emphasis on tacit knowledge**

In human activities, for instance in leadership, some people seem to have something or they seem to do something or know something that makes their acts special. Continuously they perform their work well and wrote about skills or knowledge that people have but that they are not conscious of and called the phenomenon tacit knowledge. [28], for their part, underlined the importance of tacit knowledge in creating knowledge in organizations. In the [29] as well as [30-32] were interested in people who managed to communicate with other people extremely well. They called this invention emotional intelligence.

Putting an emphasis on tacit knowledge and the characteristics of good leadership changes the study from the factual and predefined research to research where the skills to understand, create and to lead relationship and communication between a leader and an employee are in a more essential position than the factual knowledge. According to the research tacit knowledge seem to have a strong effect on the leaders’ good activities. Tacit knowledge consist of information and knowledge which are invisible but can be apparent if they are identified. In general, it can be interpreted that tacit knowledge affect leaders’ behavior constantly but are not taken into consideration when, for example, IS are designed and implemented for human activities in the organizations.

**3.5. Next Tacit Knowledge Described with and Reflected on Leadership**

The following presentations can also be viewed so that if an IS for leadership is designed, how tacit knowledge could be taken into consideration and utilize as a mine of human and sensitive information.

**Tacit knowledge**—[33] highlighted the well-known expression, which he regards as a starting point of his studies of tacit knowledge: “We can know more than we can tell”. Rather than immediately defining the concept of tacit knowledge with straight formulated sentences, explained it and simultaneously defined it with conceptions of four aspects of tacit knowing, which are described below in **Table 3**.

In this study tacit knowledge is used to characterize the activities of good leadership. [34] introduce how tacit knowledge could be codified as an IS. They present an...
In this study main focus of the research work is on the questionnaire respondent, as a means of visualizing tacit knowledge differences in both textually and then graphically what we may actually perceive as to what tacit knowledge constitutes. The approach which aims to graphically represent articulable tacit knowledge. They divide the approach into two fundamentally different approaches to provide a visual perspective as to what tacit knowledge constitutes. The approaches are:

1) “an initial approach using formal concept analysis as a means of visualizing tacit knowledge differences in questionnaire respondent”,

2) a qualitative approach which “aims better to define both textually and then graphically what we may actually consider to comprise tacit knowledge”.

### 3.6. Information Systems and Information Technology in the Leadership Research

In this study main focus of the research work is on the role of HRIS for the activities of good leadership. There are studies that concentrate on ICT in leadership. As stated earlier, with the development of WWW several electronically designed information systems have been implemented, such as e-learning and e-business. Electronic leadership (e-leadership) however, has not yet been studied sufficiently. Some good viewpoints are presented on how IT affects leadership or leaders, how leaders are disposed towards technology, what studies have already been made as well as on the importance of executing more research in e-leadership [35,36].

In addition, some leadership researchers have realized how to develop leadership studies in today’s complex knowledge economy. They have started to use computational modelling, in other words, simulating the work of leaders and the leadership process. [37] gives an overview of modelling techniques and what kind of computational models exist for leadership. He emphasizes that software programs give new possibilities to see different sides of leadership and to link them together. They may also bring out issues that have not earlier been noticed. He speaks for a new discipline where software is used to produce new theory for leadership.

[38] have published a wide article about leadership and e-leadership. With the framework based on Adaptive Structuration Theory (AST) they studied how Advanced Information Technology (AIT) could influence on leadership and was influenced by leadership. They also examined leadership widely to provide recommendations for developing a research agenda on e-leadership. [39,40] article define AIT. They defined it “as tools, techniques, and knowledge that enable multiparty participation in organizational and inter-organizational activities through sophisticated collection, processing, management, retrieval, transmission, and display of data and knowledge”.

On the one hand, it is argued that when AIT is used in economy, it creates a new context for leadership because it influences real-time information availability, greater knowledge sharing with stakeholders and the use of this information and knowledge to build “customized” relationships. On the other hand, AIT is implemented with the expectation of business and personal benefits including increased efficiency, productivity and profitability, but concrete indicators, especially financially measured indicators, have not yet emerged. The same expectations and problems also relate to HRIS.

Avolio et al. chose the term e-leadership to examine a new context of leadership. They define e-leadership “as social influence process mediated by AIT to produce a change in attitudes, feelings, thinking, behavior, and/or performance with individuals, groups, and/or organizations”. They argue that e-leadership can occur at many levels of organizations as well as on one-to-one and one-to-many interactions within and across large units and organizations. In Avolio’s et al. opinion, AIT will create
A new context where leadership can be exercised.

As a conclusion Avolio et al. introduced a question: “How does the organizational context, including the specifications of levels of analysis, affect how we conceptualize, define and measure e-leadership?” As a summary, it would be beneficial for both IS and leadership disciplines to invest more energy in studying the disciplines together. However, it is good to remember that when IT and IS are applied to sensitive human activities such as leadership, the speed of data processing (effectiveness) or the amount of data are not the relevant issues but the depth and the intelligence of knowledge.

The common way of thinking about the design and the development of IS and IT makes both designers and users stick rigidly to the existence of coherent knowledge rather than find its diversity. In human activities, relativity of knowledge in different situations as well as relations of knowledge in relationships and interactions should be taken into account rather than purely factual knowledge. The IS researchers may also confront similar challenges when making studies in the sensitive human contexts. Nevertheless, it is encouraging that if people are willing to develop both the systems and the human activities together, new innovations will be created.

The study is focused on the empirical research of HRIS and on developing HRIS for the activities of leadership, not only for those of HRM, to support and serve the activities of good leadership in which tacit knowledge and EI play a significant role. In general, HRIS are designed to support the activities of HRM and therefore the features of HRM have strong effects on HRIS and their development. HRM is regarded as an activity to manage the human resources of an organization. It is more an administrative function to take care of HR as a whole than a direct managerial function between a manager and an employee.

When comparing the definitions of HRM and HRIS, based on the empirical study, some activities of HRM are considered to be part of the activities of leadership, such as recruiting, motivation and career development. Thus the focus is to see how HRIS design could be developed in the leadership context. HRIS already contain information which is important in leadership work but they lack relevant information which supports the human activities (tacit knowing) concerning the relationship between the leaders and the employees.

The purpose has been to find how tacit knowledge have been utilized to highlight the human activities in leadership which form the development area of HRIS. Hence, before examining the role of HRIS, the leadership activities have been described. Leadership, together with tacit knowledge, consists of multidimensional activities, which challenge the development work of HRIS and the development work of IS in general. HRIS in their leadership following beliefs and values are summarized:

**The good leader believes in**
- humility because then the preconditions for the success are better
- credibility which supports success
- honest, objective and human leadership
- normal and simple working which produces results
- his/her own way to lead employees.

**The good leader believes that**
- knowing what to do motivates employees
- leadership is the most important activity in the organization
- employees do almost anything when they are treated fairly
- good leadership can be taught
- it is easy for employees to come and discuss when they know each other well
- different tools can help leaders and managers to develop their job
- it is motivating if employees look happy and they smile
- if the superior-employee relationship works on honest principles, the superior
- acts equally
- work experiences in previous working places and in youth have taught
- working.

**The good leader values**
- what a unit or a person is doing and how well the work is done
- direction they have taken
- discussions and talks with employees
- honest, straightforward and objective interaction
- customers and how to make business with them
- team work and all the abilities it gives to the team members
- employees’ work and their achievements
- company’s values which lead to high quality of work
- communication in leadership
- employees’ will to develop their work
- employees being happy and working successfully
- collegial collaboration and exchange of thoughts
- collaboration between different superiors.

**A good leader is also a person who emphasizes that it is important:**
- an eager conversationalist and an interactive team worker
- an honest and fair communicator with clear goals and tasks and with sensitive employee knowledge
- an informal, caring, understanding and work supporting listener
- a motivation-oriented leader with direct actions and mutual understanding
- an emphatic leader emphasizing relaxed atmosphere
and well-being
- to understand the whole organization, to learn and to spar
- to be individually oneself and to get work done
- to know and to accept others, to be present and to be accepted among others
- to have a positive attitude and to give rewarding feedback.

3.7. Development Ideas of Human Resource Information Systems

An important feature of HRIS should be to give a transparent image of HR in an organization. People must know what each of them has to do and where the company is heading to. The system should give a vision of the wholeness, *i.e.* what deeds are reasonable and what is best for personnel so that working proceeds fast and efficiently with as small amount of energy as possible. The employees should be able to write in the system about their own project and work experiences, how they have succeeded and what they would like to do next, in real time and truthfully. This kind of information would be good for planning and for discussions. However, the leaders wonder if the employees write honestly and how the data can be used.

The leaders also ideate targets for development of the content of HRIS. Some of the development ideas the leaders presented already exist in HRIS and others can be considered interesting. Partly the ideas were quite strong but not surprising when taking into account the descriptions of their activities in leadership. Here is the list that includes what the leaders suggest the HRIS should give answers to and show:
- which of the employees are active performers
- to whom it is easy to give assignments
- work will get started
- reliability
- trustworthy employees
- how an employee is able to do different things
- interaction skills
- risk of conflicts
- ability to be responsible for work
- affects work schedules
- affects rapidity or slowness of working
- stress tolerance
- skill to be stretchy
- emergency tasks
- longer working days
- number one player
- employee’s potential
- what s/he is capable of
- employee’s values
- how the employee works
- employee’s personality
- skill to take responsibility
- what direction an employee wants to develop to
- employee’s working styles
- employee’s work history
- employee’s know-how
- employee’s line managers
  - knowledge helps when a change of a task is under discussion
  - in which project an employee is working
  - for how long s/he is occupied
  - what is the employee’s share of the project.

The listed characteristics could be used in resource planning and making timetables for various stages. They could also be useful for a new leader when s/he learns to know his/her employees.

4. Findings & Observations

- To succeed in creating well-working teams
- To make employees work effectively
- To solve problematic situations

In this connection it is observed that
- The leaders approach their work with enthusiasm
- The leaders focus on developing the employees’ abilities to create the wholeness that works well and where the work will be done
- The leaders’ goal is to learn to know the employees and to expand their own knowing of the employees in an appreciative way
- The leaders do not underline or highlight problems although they know problems exist.

4.1. Conclusions

According to the study it can be interpreted that HRIS are a challenge for the organization. Various investments are made concerning the existence of HRIS in organizations still, the benefits are contradictory. The empirical findings show that although HRIS are brought for everyone to use, their use centres around HR managerial activities mostly. The leaders are not eager to spend their time on a system which does not give anything to them, since they already know the content. In fact, the system lacks information which could be useful for them as leaders and can manage their leadership activities without HRIS. Yet, there are several communal IS which benefit users in various ways. Theoretically, IS researchers are interested in studying the use and usability of HRIS. These are the common ways to study IS. Some HR researchers have created the concept of e-HRM, which focuses more on the employees’ use of the system than that of HR staff.

The activities of leadership are seen as actions which produce information for the system, not only employee data but also other information which could be useful.
when utilizing the system in leadership as a whole. In addition, when the activities are regarded as well, the information about the activities can be considered well-working and successful for the organization to use. Therefore, the study has focused on the activities of good leadership to highlight different viewpoints and possibilities to create new human features of HRIS design work in practice. HRIS are designed to support managerial HR functions, the use of HRIS is almost a burden to the good leaders. Technically HRIS include relevant knowledge of employees for HRM, which also has links to other systems in the organization. Information of HRIS does not serve the activities of good leadership and not always the leaders’ HR work legislation and moral issues restrict storing data, which has to be taken into account when the good leaders execute their leadership, innovative development ideas emerged in the course of the interviews. Advanced and expansive HRIS can be developed for leadership when the context is investigated well and the system is designed considering the activities involved. It is a challenge to design sensitive and human-oriented IS in general.

4.2. Future Study Suggestions

When considering future studies of leadership and HRIS, emphasis should be placed on understanding the wholeness where people work together knowing how the whole system works. It means successful mutual communication, collaboration and interaction between different parties, which the leaders have underlined. In practice these issues are vital if an organization wants to be successful, effective and to get profit. In addition, questions such as which systems can be considered as HRIS or who are and who should be the users of HRIS are still waiting to be studied.
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